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The Supreme Court’s 2008 decision in Medellín v. Texas appears to represent a formalist turn in the Court’s approach to foreign relations cases. The opinion emphasizes text as the key to treaty interpretation and it stresses the importance of the Constitution’s specific law-making procedures. But the opinion does not deliver on its formalist promises. Emphasis on treaty text is undermined by the Court’s insistence that the text reflects the intentions of the U.S. treaty-makers, a questionable proposition with respect to the issue of domestic implementation raised by the case, and one that will raise serious interpretative difficulties down the road. Most significantly, however, the opinion is saddled with an unnecessary and unconvincing application of Justice Jackson’s tripartite Youngstown framework. The Court concludes that the President’s effort to implement the treaty falls within the third category, but the indicia of congressional intent that the Court relies on are weak, and the analysis works a substantial expansion of this category. Moreover, as the Court frames the issue—one of treaty interpretation—it is unclear why Youngstown should apply at all.

I. INTRODUCTION

The decision in Medellín v. Texas looks like a significant victory for formalists in many respects. The Court rejected what it termed the dissent’s “multifactor, judgment-by-judgment” test for treaty self-execution that would “jettison relative predictability” and opted instead for a text-based analysis of treaties. The decision also rejected the President’s efforts to use the courts to enforce a non-self-executing treaty
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2 Id. at 1362 (quoting Jerome B. Grubart, Inc. v. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co., 513 U.S. 527, 547 (1995)).

3 Id. at 1362.
against the state of Texas. If the Court’s foreign affairs reasoning had once turned toward formalism in the late 1990s, its 2003 and 2004 decisions in American Insurance Association v. Garamendi, and Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain veered decidedly in the other direction. In this context, the Medellín opinion reads in places like a breath of formalist fresh air, emphasizing both the importance of the Constitution’s specific law-making procedures in the context of treaties and a text-based interpretation of treaties aimed to vest control over foreign relations with the political branches, not the courts.

Upon closer examination, however, Medellín looks less like a victory for formalists. Instead of cabining judicial discretion in treaty interpretation with clear presumptions and interpretive rules, the Court’s self-execution analysis relies on a series of factors that seem to focus on treaty text as a vehicle for understanding the intentions of the U.S. treaty-makers. The focus on intent is in some tension with formalist interpretative principles, and is especially problematic in the context of treaty interpretation. Similarly, while the Court emphasizes the formal requirements for law-making in considering the President’s power to enforce non-self-executing treaties, this analysis is watered down by the Court’s apparent acceptance that the President might, with sufficient acquiescence by Congress, be able to enforce a non-self-executing treaty in court absent implementing legislation. This section of the opinion is also saddled with an odd, expansive, and unnecessary discussion of Justice Jackson’s tripartite Youngstown framework—generally viewed as functionalist rather than formalist in approach. In both sections of the opinion, the lack of clarity and the tensions with formalism are generated in part by the Court’s emphasis on the intentions of the U.S. treaty-makers. 
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makers as the key to understanding both which treaties are self-executing and the domestic status of those that are not.

II. INTENT AND SELF-EXECUTION

The Medellín opinion states in several places that courts should look to the intentions of the U.S. treaty-makers to determine whether a treaty is self-executing. This focus on intent undermines the Court’s effort to cabin judicial discretion in treaty interpretation in several ways. As an initial matter, the opinion goes on to suggest that it is the intent of the parties to the treaty that is relevant and relies on factors that seem to bear little relation to the intent of the domestic treaty-makers (i.e., the Senate and the President). Most significantly, the Court lists “the postratification understanding of signatory nations” as one of the three major tools of treaty interpretation and concludes that in this case the practices of the 47 nations party to the optional protocol and the 171 nations party to the Vienna Conventions confirm that the Avena judgment is not self-executing. The post-ratification practice of other countries is a weak way to evaluate the intentions of the Senate and the President as to self-execution, but is much more directly linked to the intentions of other countries and to the shared understanding of the parties as to the meaning of the treaty’s text.

The Court’s heavy reliance on treaty text is also in some tension with its strong emphasis on the intentions of the U.S. treaty-makers. Even in the domestic statutory context—the opinion equates treaty and statutory
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interpretation in terms of their reliance on text—-the distinction between textualism and intentionalism is a familiar one. In the context of determining whether a complex group of interrelated multilateral treaty regimes have generated a self-executing judgment, gleaning the “intentions” of the President and the Senate from the treaty texts is especially difficult. Countries vary substantially in their domestic implementation of treaties, so it is difficult to discern any collective intentions from the text itself, much less how the intentions of one state out of dozens or scores of states is reflected (or not) in the text. The problem is compounded by U.S. courts’ general confusion around self-execution: the courts’ approaches have not done anything to give the Senate and the President clear interpretive rules against which they can legislate.

A better guide to the intentions of the U.S. treaty-makers may be their own statements, and the Medellín opinion cites to the views of the Executive Branch both during and following the Senate hearings. It does not cite to statements from the Senate or its members, but the opinion’s language focuses specifically on Senate intent, inviting such evidence. Justice Scalia has strongly opposed the use of any statements from the Senate advice and consent hearings as an aid to treaty interpretation, and Justices Kennedy and O’Connor have opposed their use unless treaty text is unclear (a determination that the Medellín court did not make). Yet Justices Scalia and Kennedy both joined the Medellín opinion without comment. Perhaps the question of self-execution is distinct from other issues of treaty interpretation and, as suggested above, uniquely implicates questions of Senate and Presidential intent that are difficult to resolve through the text of the treaty itself. Or perhaps those who oppose the use of legislative history in both the statutory and treaty context believe that with the addition of Justices Roberts and Alito to the
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Court, their cause is a lost one.\textsuperscript{26} In any event, citation to legislative history in Medellín generally runs counter to the opinion’s privileging of treaty text as the product of a “careful set of procedures that must be followed before federal law can be created under the Constitution”; namely “the President making the treaty and the Senate approving it.”\textsuperscript{27} The word “make” comes, of course, from Article II of the Constitution, and the Court uses it here to emphasize the importance of the specific procedures the Constitution requires for the creation of federal law.

This tension also emerges to some extent with respect to Senate declarations of non-self-execution (not at issue in Medellín), which arguably by-pass the President making the treaty by allowing the Senate and the President to determine the domestic status of treaties through language that is not part of the regular, negotiated treaty-text. On the other hand, such declarations are conveyed to our treaty partners as part of the ratification process, and they also better reflect at least the collective intentions of the U.S. treaty-makers, and thus avoid some of the problems that arise in the use of legislative history. Similar issues arise with respect to declarations of self-execution that purport to make a treaty into domestic law (or explicitly provide a domestic cause of action) even if the treaty itself clearly (or implicitly) does not contemplate self-execution or other aspects of its domestic effect. Indeed, the tension between the intentions of the U.S. treaty-makers and the formal requirements of law-making are even more acute in this context, because the U.S. treaty-makers are attempting to create domestic law without the consent of foreign nations required to make a treaty.\textsuperscript{28}

\section*{III. YOUNGSTOWN AND MEDELLÍN}

The second part of the Medellín opinion considers the President’s power to implement the Avena judgment based on what it frames as two distinct arguments: the treaties involved in the case and the history of claim settlement by the President. As to the first, the Court emphasizes the importance of formal law making procedures, and concludes that a non-self-executing treaty made by the President and consented to by the Senate cannot be “convert[ed] into a “self-executing one.”\textsuperscript{29} This analysis is straightforward enough—if a welcome change from
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Garamendi— but the Court’s effort to shoehorn its reasoning into Justice Jackson’s Youngstown categories is strained.

To the extent that the President relies on treaties for authority, and they do not provide such authority, then recourse to Youngstown seems misplaced. Youngstown was, in other words, a case about constitutional review of executive actions, but in this part of the opinion the Court is not evaluating (explicitly anyway) a claim by the President of constitutional authority, but instead the claim that “the relevant treaties . . . give the President the authority to implement [the Avena judgment].” The opinion appears to relegate any constitutional considerations to the claim settlement power which it characterized as “of a different nature than the one rejected above.” Even the opinion’s opening sentence about Youngstown— reasoning that Justice Jackson’s “tripartite scheme provides the accepted framework for evaluating executive action in this area”— signals confusion, as it is entirely unclear what it means with “this area.”

The second oddity about the Court’s Youngstown analysis is the conclusion that the President’s assertion of authority is in Justice Jackson’s third category. Because the relevant treaties are non-self-executing, the Court reasons, they “implicitly prohibit” the President from enforcing them in domestic courts. As a backward looking statement about the actual “understanding of the ratifying Senate,” this claim seems hard to defend. Given the lack of clarity about self-execution itself (much less its relationship to presidential power) and the treaties’ silence on these questions, it is very difficult to see how the Senate could have had any particular understanding of what the fact of non-self-execution (itself implied, not stated) would mean for the President’s executive power, especially when the underlying treaty may well be self-executing.

This is only the first time a majority of the Court has explicitly categorized an action of the President as coming within Justice Jackson’s third category, and it is a more expansive application of that category than in prior concurring opinions. In Youngstown itself Congress had deliberated—and refused—to give the President the power he later exercised. In Hamdan, Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion puts the
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President’s actions in category three because while the relevant statutes “provide authority for certain forms of military courts, they also impose limitations,” which the President’s order transgressed. Justice Stevens’s opinion for the Court in Hamdan acknowledges as much in a footnote, but does not explicitly put the case in one of Justice Jackson’s categories. In contrast to Hamdan, in Medellín the President acted consistently with an intertwined set of treaty commitments made by the Vienna Convention’s optional protocol and the U.N. Charter; it is difficult to see the failure to force language of self-execution into these major multilateral treaty regimes as an implicit limitation on the President’s power to act to enforce the treaty.

Finally, this conclusion seems at odds with the Charming Betsy canon, which directs that “where fairly possible” courts are to construe statutes “so as not to conflict with international law or with an international agreement of the United States.” Although this case involved the interpretation of treaties, not statutes, it is hard to see why the canon would not apply equally to treaties. If the canon is based on the presumptive intentions of Congress, its application to treaties (reflecting the presumptive intentions of the Senate) seems more straightforward than to statutes, because Congress may not even consider international obligations when passing a statute, but the Senate would almost certainly do so when consenting to a treaty. If the canon is based on separation of powers considerations—courts should not put the United States in violation of its international obligations unless the political branches clearly intend to do so—then it would seem to apply here to prevent the Court from interpreting a treaty in a way that puts the United States in violation of international obligations contrary to the explicit views of the President.
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The Court’s *Youngstown* analysis is arguably strengthened by the federal habeas statute, which carefully limits the power of federal courts to interfere in state criminal cases.\(^{42}\) The President’s efforts to enforce the *Avena* judgment in Texas state court are, this argument goes, an “end-run around” the restrictions in the habeas statute and thus belong in *Youngstown* category three.\(^{43}\) But apparently the federal habeas regime is largely directed to the relationship between federal and state courts, not presidential power. In *Youngstown* and *Hamdan*, by contrast, the intentions of Congress were gleaned from statutes that specifically addressed the question of executive authority of precisely the sort at issue in the case. Even had the *Medellín* Court relied on this argument, it would still have worked a substantial expansion of *Youngstown* category three; perhaps for this reason it did not rely on the habeas argument. Moreover, had it done so, the Court would have strengthened the President’s argument that loosely related statutes evinced congressional authorization for his enforcement of the *Avena* judgment.\(^{44}\) Instead, the Court rejected the claim that Congress had authorized the President’s actions and based its category three conclusion on the fact that the treaties were self-executing, but not on the federal habeas statute.

Looking forward, of course, with benefit of this opinion, it is far clearer that when the Senate ratifies a non-self-executing treaty, the President will lack the power to enforce it in domestic courts. But by stuffing the treaty analysis into the doesn’t-really-fit *Youngstown* framework, the Court undermines the formalist reasoning in this and other parts of the opinion. The *Youngstown* framework is about the will of Congress, not the formal constitutional requirements for lawmaking, and the opinion leaves open the question of whether the President could enforce a non-self-executing treaty in domestic courts if the Senate and President attached a declaration to a treaty stating that the treaty was not self-executing but could nevertheless be enforced by the President in domestic courts.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In the end, perhaps formalism and the self-execution doctrine are strange bedfellows. Formalism’s emphasis on the Constitution’s specific procedure for enacting federal laws is difficult to effectuate in the context of self-execution, because the distinction between self-executing and non-self-executing treaties is of constitutional significance, yet is not reflected in the Constitution’s text. Formalist emphasis on text (at least in the statutory context) puts treaties in a difficult spot. Their text is
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negotiated to reflect the will of the treaty parties as a whole, yet is also the principle vehicle for understanding the will of the U.S. treaty-makers with respect to the (still) complicated questions about the enforceability of treaties in domestic courts. Reliance on statements of the President and Senate ease that pressure on treaty text, but also seem to represent a retreat from some versions of formalism. The Court’s limping formalism is perhaps most obvious in its application of Justice Jackson’s framework in *Youngstown*; a discussion of the importance of formal law-making is sandwiched between two decidedly odd *Youngstown* analyses. In these, the Court first concludes that Justice Jackson’s framework for constitutional review applies to a question of pure treaty interpretation, and then substantially expands the third category of the framework by reaching to conclude that the “ratifying parties” to the treaties implicitly prohibited the President from enforcing them. The unnecessary *Youngstown* analysis, like other aspects of the opinion, make it hard to predict whether *Medellín* signals a formalist turn in the Court’s approach to foreign affairs.